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Overview

● Context
● Chat storm: Challenges to Equitable Outcomes
● Applying Achieve Tools
● Poll: Engagement
● Equity and Access
● Poll: Student Success
● Student Success
● Future Plans
● Discussion



Challenges for Equity and Access in Intro Composition

Background of Student Population

● Public community college
● Federally-designated Hispanic Serving 

Institution
● Minoritized and disproportionately 

impacted groups include
○ Latino/a/x students
○ African-American students
○ Native American students
○ Current and Former Foster Youth
○ Veterans
○ Students in need of accessibility services 
○ Low-income students

Dual Challenges for Equity and Access

● History of inequitable outcomes in intro 
composition

● 2018 state law mandating access to 
transfer-level courses in English and Math, 
which includes intro composition
○ Removed assessment and direct 

placement
○ Removed pre-transfer-level (basic skills) 

courses
■ Solution? 2-unit corequisite support 

class
■ Solution? Achieve  



Chat Storm

What is your biggest challenge for 
equitable outcomes in the classroom?

For this chat storm, please type your comments in the chat box 



Applying Achieve Tools

Graded Reading Assignments

● Low stakes (1 point)

Diagnostics and Study Plans

● Self-paced

Peer Review

Feedback, Comments, and Revision

Reports and Insights



Peer Review Example



Instructor Feedback



Report



Insights



Poll: Engagement

● Which of these tools do you think would be the most useful for engagement 
in your classroom?
○ Graded Reading Assignments

○ Diagnostics and Study Plans

○ Reports and Insights

○ Peer Review

○ Feedback, Comments, and Revision



Equity and Access

Additional Support Services within Achieve

● Meets students where they are

Data

● Allows for targeted invasive outreach

Customizable learning

● One size does not fit all



Poll: Student Success

Which of these do you find most important for equitable outcomes in student 
success?

● Flexibility
● Time
● Student interaction
● Support resources
● Instructor engagement



Student Success with Achieve 



Student Success with Achieve

Testimonials

● Achieve readings taught me many basic things I should have learned more about in high school. This 
helps me improve my papers to get better grades.

● With Achieve, it was great because the readings helped touch up all my weak spots in writing and some 
that I didn't even know I had. The readings every week combined with the goal quiz parts of achieve was 
truly great in order to get a real good grasp for what was going to be in the paper later on that week.

● What I also found very helpful were the Achieve assessments/quizzes, it gave me the chance to test 
myself based on what I learn and know what skills I have developed and which ones I had to work on. 
When I first started this course, I wasn't really good at writing essays but as the time went by and I learned 
more from this course, I started to get better. I have to say, I did progress a lot and I mean a lot.



Future Plans

Continued use of Achieve in introductory writing classes

Report out to department about success with Achieve and 
encourage engagement
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